**Travel at State**

**Tip of the Week**

**Δ E L T A**

**Discounts**
- Exclusive MSU negotiated discounts of 2-14%
- Book through Conlin Travel or Concur

**SkyMiles Benefits**
- Priority Boarding for SkyMiles members using MSU contract
- Priority seat upgrades for Medallion members
- Check-in recognition
- Preferred seating - aisle, exit row, or window

**Status Match**
- Qualify based on current elite level with another airline
- Receive Platinum, Gold, or Silver Medallion Status for 90 days
- Earn bonus miles during the trial

**Business Exceptions**
- Unlimited name changes for unused tickets*
- Exceptions for priority waitlist and name corrections
- Service recovery preference

**Delta Vacations**
- Save up to $500 per booking
- Receive 3,000 extra bonus miles per person
- 280 destinations worldwide

**Get Started!**

**Step 1:** Enroll in Delta SkyMiles program

**Step 2:** Add SkyMiles number to Travel Profile
(Go to Book Now, sign into Concur, access profile)

**Step 3:** Book through Conlin Travel or Concur

*fees apply

MSU corporate code: USC9K